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cept of condition-categories—described as “units
of language” (Ibarra and Kitsuse 1993:30)—to re-

In critiquing the functionalist, positivist approach

place social or putative conditions in construction-

that had dominated the sociological study of so-

ist analysis and theorizing. As units of language,

cial problems, Spector and Kitsuse (1987:1) stated

condition-categories are used by social actors. The

that “there is no adequate definition of social prob-

condition-category of abortion, for example, is de-

Abstract In Constructing Social Problems, Spector and Kitsuse initiated a constructionist approach to the study

lems within sociology, and there is not and nev-

fined by the activities that may be about the act

of social problems that would emphasize processes of definition over objective conditions. Despite

er has been a sociology of social problems.” Their

of abortion, but may also be about moral decay,

this emphasis on a different subject matter, the social problems moniker was retained and contin-

main point of contention was that the concept of

murder, reproductive rights, or gender inequali-

ues to frame the constructionist study of claims-making. This paper contests the centrality of the

social problems operated more as a pedagogical

ty. This condition is situated in a “social problems

social problems concept to the constructionist perspective and proposes a shift in theoretical empha-

crutch “for presenting sociological wisdom to un-

language game” (Ibarra and Kitsuse 1993:33) that

sis from constructions of problematic conditions to constructions of actors’ interests. I use the term

dergraduates” (Spector and Kitsuse 1987:1) than as

is being played out by an ever-changing array

“interest claims” to describe assertions of what is advantageous or beneficial to certain people or

a distinct field of study grounded in theory and

of players throughout a multitude of diverse set-

groups, and use a brief case study of claims made by a school board and a group of parents to delin-

“amenable to empirical investigation” (Spector

tings. While Ibarra and Kitsuse mention the am-

eate the difference between paternalistic (“their” best interests) and proprietary (“our” best interests)

and Kitsuse 1987:39). Despite the tone of this criti-

biguity of the social problems concept due to its

claims-making activities. Finally, I argue for the inclusion of claims-maker interests and motivations

cism, and the decades of debate that would follow,

double duty as a practical concept for social actors

in the study of interest claims and claims-making.

they stated that their goal was not to develop a ri-

and a theoretical concept for sociologists, they

val explanation for social problems. Instead, they

continue to use the term to shape the concept of

proposed a “social definition perspective” with

condition-categories. I would like to extend this

a different subject matter—claims-making activi-

conceptual shift further and argue that the term

ties—where “the process of definition and not the

social problem is similarly distracting. The con-
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Why Call It Social Problems?

or sociologists who study social problems

for action (Best 1987). What often goes unnoticed,

‘objective conditions’ is the central concern” (Spec-

structionist approach remains primarily focused

from a constructionist perspective, claims

overlooked, or taken for granted are the rationales

tor and Kitsuse 1987:7). However, by keeping social

on claims-making about social problems, despite

are the primary unit of analysis. Claims can de-

for claims and claims-making. The purpose of this

problems at the center of their perspective both in

the possibility that not all claims-making activi-

scribe a problematic condition, justify the need

paper is to address two questions: what are claims

name and in practice, Spector and Kitsuse imposed

ties are about social problems. Reconceptualizing

to do something, or specify conclusions or calls

and where do they come from? Answers to these

limitations on what they proposed to be a social

claims-making as being about interests opens up

apparently simple questions are complex and re-

definition perspective.

many new arenas for constructionist analysis and
clarifies the differences between constructionist

quire a close examination of the basic assumptions
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and objectivist scholars.
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term social conditions, with its connotations of ob-
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jective and recurrent properties, misdirects our

cation, and the construction of social problems.

so, I will propose and outline a shift in theoretical

attention, leading us to miss the central question

Instead of concentrating on the social problems

emphasis from constructions of problematic condi-

of how there can be social problems discourse in

concept, I propose that constructionists concep-

tions to constructions of actors’ interests.

the first place.” Instead, they developed the con-

tualize claims-making as having two dimensions:
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interest claims and claims-maker interests. Interests,

divorce claims from conditions (Best 1993; Ibarra

problems. Specifically, activities that assert the ex-

tions of problematic condition-categories. By step-

in this context, refer to what may be advantageous

and Kitsuse 1993). One consequence of this contin-

istence of conditions and define them as desirable,

ping back from the social problems concept it is

or beneficial to a person or group. Interest claims

ued focus on social problems has been the prolif-

or as non-problems, are often unnoticed, ignored,

possible to examine claims-making activities that

can therefore be defined as assertions of what is ad-

eration of constructionist case studies that center

or seen as secondary to social problems claims.

idealize or support certain condition-categories.

vantageous or beneficial to certain people or groups.

on a condition rather than comparative analysis

Constructionist research often examines counter-

A rhetoric of superiority might emphasize the su-

Constructionists, in studying interest claims, can

(Best 2014). Because the study of claims-making

claims as being responses or rejections of origi-

perior status of a person, group, institution, or

document how actors understand and state their

is often confined to seemingly particular condi-

nal social problems claims. In most cases, these

organization. Many colleges and universities of-

interests and the interests of others. Claims-maker

tions, claims-making processes in different arenas

counterclaims are only examined in the context

ten claim to be top in the nation or region. Pub-

interests, on the other hand, refer to the interests

and on different topics may appear to have little in

of their relationship to the social problems claims

lications like The Princeton Review and U.S. News

of claims-makers in making claims. Before I ex-

common.

and the latter are prioritized. Take, for example,

& World Report specialize in providing evidence

Ibarra and Kitsuse’s (1993:35) elaboration of “rhe-

for such claims (Best 2011). We are inundated by

pand on each of these dimensions, it is important
to address how interest claims differ from social

To facilitate the comparative analysis of claims-

torical idioms” as one dimension of claims-making

online reports of the “best places” to live, eat, and

problems claims and justify how studying the

making, I argue that all types of claims-making

discourse: “[c]laims-making activities are directed

vacation. Diners will claim to have the best coffee

construction of interest claims can advance the

have one thing in common: the interests of cer-

at problematizing specific condition-categories;

in town, or in some cases, the world. Other ex-

constructionist study of claims-making. To do so,

tain people or groups. While all social problems

rhetorical idioms refer to the distinctive ways in

amples could include the rhetoric of congruousness

I will discuss the limitations of the social problems

claims involve interests, not all interest claims

which their problematic status is elaborated.” They

(“we are all in this together”), prosperity (“things

concept and the ways in which the interest claims

concern social problems. As Best (1995b:350) has

go on to describe and give examples of five differ-

are good”), and stability (“we are doing fine”).

concept can address these limitations.

noted, “claims-making processes are complex, and

ent types of rhetorical idioms (loss, entitlement, en-

a good deal of comparative research will be needed

dangerment, unreason, and calamity), all of which

Freudenburg (2000:106) has argued that this sys-

before they can be understood.” Focusing on the

are ways in which claims-makers may “problema-

tematic attention to just the construction of prob-

content of claims limits the comparisons across

tize” conditions. The rhetoric of entitlement, for

lems has resulted in an “asymmetry of aware-

One of the most significant contributions of the

topics. If a study is framed as the social construc-

example, can be found in claims of equality in the

ness” in constructionist analysis. He calls for

constructionist perspective is the understand-

tion of college student drinking problems, for ex-

face of discrimination and tolerance in the face of

a “fuller and better-balanced constructionism”

ing that all social problems have in common the

ample, it is difficult to compare these claims-mak-

intolerance. Discrimination and intolerance are

(Freudenburg 2000:103) that examines not just the

definitional processes of claims-making (Best

ing activities to claims outside of alcohol, college

problematized as violating an individual’s entitle-

construction of problems, but also non-problems

1995a). From this perspective, social problems

culture, or young adults. This shift in focus from

ment to equal treatment under the law, for exam-

and privileges. He coins the term “non-problem-

are claims-making activities (Spector and Kitsuse

social problems to interests expands the territory

ple. Recent claims against the National Security

aticity” to refer to the definition of conditions as

1987). However, one limitation is that the social

of claims-making and encourages the compari-

Agency’s secret surveillance of phone records and

non-problematic. Building on Freudenburg (2000),

problems concept makes it difficult to separate

son of interests without the restrictions of specific

Internet activity would fall under the entitlement

McCright and Dunlap (2000) examined the devel-

claims-making activities from the putative con-

conditions.

to privacy.

opment of a conservative response to the global

Separating Claims From Conditions

warming debate. They found that conservative

ditions they refer to. The social problems concept
carries with it images of conditions that are “out

Constructing Social Desirability

Rhetorical idioms are useful analytic tools because

foundations, think tanks, and scientists worked

there” and can be documented. Both Woolgar and

and Non-Problematicity

they can “cut across ideological divisions like lib-

to frame global warming as being a non-problem,

eral and socialist and conservative, inter alia”

or for some, beneficial. The asymmetry of the con-

Pawluch’s (1985) criticism of ontological gerrymandering and the split of constructionists into strict

A second limitation of the social problems con-

(Ibarra and Kitsuse 1993:37). However, the social

structionist perspective thus labels these activities

and contextual camps reflects how difficult it is to

cept is that not all interest claims concern social

problems concept limits such idioms to elabora-

counterclaims because they run counter to claims
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that construct global warming as a problem. As

This proposal to shift the focus of the construc-

tionists who are looking to document and analyze

be framed as paternalistic or proprietary), and to

a result, all counterclaims are reactionary and ex-

tionist perspective to interests, in place of prob-

these claims. Whether it is a meeting of a local

the entire community (proprietary) through the

ist only following the establishment of problems

lems, broadens the range of analysis and is more

school board or a segment on The Today Show, the

establishment of herd immunity. Second, stake-

claims. This leads to an inattention to the actions,

amenable to a comparative theory of claims-mak-

methods influence the structure of claims and the

holders may or may not be the intended audience

processes, or contexts that may have prevented or

ing. In order to avoid the tendency to prioritize

ability of the researcher to document them. Who

of interest claims. In Oregon, for example, a State

slowed the development of social problems claims

conditions over the definitional aspects of claims,

is the audience? Whose interests are at stake?

Senator sponsored a bill in 2013 to increase vac-

in the first place. Expanding the constructionist

the interest claims perspective emphasizes what

While the content of claims may take the form of

cination education efforts directed at non-vacci-

focus beyond the social problems concept offers

Best (1987) has called the warrants of claims. Best

grounds, warrants, or conclusions, as Best (1987)

nating parents in the state. The audience, in this

only a partial solution to this asymmetry. What

adapted Toulmin’s (1958) model of argumentation

noted, all claims are directed at an audience and

case, was the members of the State Senate, while

is needed is an understanding of the potential in-

to conceptualize the rhetoric of social problems

concern a stakeholder. A stakeholder is a per-

the stakeholders were the parents. A third charac-

terests and subsequent power relations that may

claims as including statements of grounds, war-

son, group, or organization with a presumed in-

teristic of interest claims is that stakeholders may

give rise to social problems claims or claims of

rants, and conclusions. While grounds represent

terest in a course of action or state of being. The

not agree with the claims being made about their

non-problematicity.

the facts or data used to support a claim, and con-

audience refers to the intended target of interest

interests by other claims-makers. Thus, pater-

clusions are the specific calls for action, warrants

claims. The persuasive element of interest claims

nalistic interest claims of this type are potential

For objectivists, social problems are conditions.

represent the integral link between the two and

involves convincing the audience of the interests

sources of conflict between claims-makers and

For constructionists, conditions are the subjects of

serve as the justifications for action. However, as

of stakeholders. The potential combinations of

stakeholders. In order to tease out some of the

claims (Best 1995a). From an interest claims per-

Best (1987:109) notes, “warrants may be oblique

claims-makers, stakeholders, and audience result

characteristics of paternalistic and proprietary in-

spective, claims are assertions of interests. I am

or implicit.” Due to the implicit character of war-

in two general types of interest claims: paternalis-

terest claims, I present a brief case study of the

not suggesting that all claims-making activities

rants, and because interest claims are assertions

tic and proprietary.

actions of a school board in Davenport, Iowa, in

are universally comparable. Instead, I am arguing

of what is advantageous or beneficial to certain

that all claims involve interests and that interest

people or groups, it is important to consider the

comparisons are not limited to conditions, as is

relationships between claims-makers, the intend-

often the case with the social problems concept.
How interests are constructed may differ depend-

considering a change to the hours of the school
Paternalistic and Proprietary Interest Claims

day and the parents who opposed this change.

ed audience, and those whose interests are at

Paternalistic interest claims can be directed at

Interest Claims and School Start Times: A Brief

stake.

a stakeholder/audience (“your” best interests) or

Case Study

to a separate audience (“their” best interests). Pro-

ing on the claims-maker, the intended audience of
the claims, and the person or groups whose inter-

The analysis of interest claims begins with similar

prietary interest claims are made by claims-mak-

Local governance meetings, such as those held

ests are at stake. Interest claims, as a result, can

questions that frame the study of social problems

ers who are also stakeholders (“my” or “our” best

by a school board, are regularly recurring, so

be examined and compared from each of these

claims. The main difference is an emphasis on the

interests). In addition to being paternalistic or

that participants have ongoing relationships with

angles.

social actors involved rather than claim content.

proprietary, interest claims have other defining

each other, and the meetings’ scope extends be-

Any study of claims-making must begin with

characteristics. First, claims—not claims-makers—

yond a single issue (Tracy and Durfy 2007). Be-

those making claims. Who are the claims-mak-

are considered paternalistic or proprietary, and

cause school boards exist primarily to attend to

ers and what is their position in relation to the

claims-makers may make use of one or both types

the interests of students, claims made and actions

Despite the limitations of the social problems con-

claims being made? Are they making claims on

in making claims. Pro-vaccination claims-makers,

taken by these bodies are unsurprisingly pater-

cept, the social constructionist perspective on so-

their own behalf or on behalf of others? Through

for example, may make paternalistic and propri-

nalistic. At the same time, actions taken by school

cial problems remains the most useful theoretical

what means are they making claims? This last

etary claims that vaccinating children is benefi-

boards also affect the parents of students, who are

framework for examining public claims-making.

question is of practical importance for construc-

cial to children (paternalistic), their parents (could

also likely to be protective of their own children

Interest Claims
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and their own households’ convenience. The fol-

schools; (2) maximize instructional time; and (3)

riding the bus might not get home until 4:30pm or

ined from a social problems perspective, but it is

lowing case study provides an example of how

start high school at a later time (Davenport Com-

later. Extracurricular activities will be a challenge as

threatened interests that make a problematic condi-

conflicting interests can give rise to competing

munity School District 2014b).

well. It is our hope that the school board will recon-

tion worth worrying about. The parents in this case

sider the start time given the reasons above.

study found the school time changes to be problem-

interest claims.

atic for their interests and the interests of their chil-

While the justification for the later start times foDistrict

cused on the interests of students in high school,

While it would be possible to examine the claims

dren. In response, the school board chose to rescind

(DCSD) is a 15,000-student district that is com-

the DCSD approved later start times for elemen-

of the parents and the school board from a social

these changes. From an interest claims perspective,

posed of over twenty schools in four communities

tary schools as well, with some starting after 9am.

problems perspective, emphasizing the interests

the next question to ask is “why?”

in Eastern Iowa. The issue surrounding the school

This was due to bus transportation, with some el-

involved makes it possible to identify subtleties in

day was instigated by a legislative change in the

ementary schools needing to share routes with the

these claims. The above petition includes paternal-

This brief case study introduces a few questions

state of Iowa that required school districts in the

local high schools. Members of the board anticipat-

istic interest claims that emphasize the threats to

that can frame the study of interest claims. First,

state to choose a calendar of 180 days or 1080

ed a negative response from parents, but justified

student safety and proprietary interest claims that

what people or groups are likely to make pater-

hours. Key to this decision was that a school day

that “this change is in the best interest of students

focus on the economic and logistic complications for

nalistic interest claims about others? As this case

must last at least six hours to count. Early clos-

and that the board’s number one priority is improv-

parents. In addition to signing the online petition,

study shows, some claims-makers are in posi-

ings due to inclement weather or any other reason

ing student achievement” (Davenport Community

the website also allows supporters to make com-

tions to make claims about the interests of others.

would result in an extra day and potentially extra

School District 2014c:7). Parent responses to the

ments to explain the reason for signing. Echoing the

In this case, it was a school board of elected offi-

expenses for faculty and staff pay, transportation,

proposed changes allow examining conflicting

claims made in the petition, transportation, costs

cers, but other positions and organizations oper-

and so on. As a result, many of the districts in

interests in the construction of claims. Parents are

of child care, and child safety were the most men-

ate under similar circumstances. A comparison

the state, including the DCSD, considered mov-

not only paternalistic in their concerns for the in-

tioned topics in these comments.

of claims-makers of this type could contribute to

ing to the 1080 hours calendar. As the board of

terests of their children, but they have proprietary

the DCSD debated the calendar change, they also

interests as well for themselves. The following is

Following the parents’ objection to the school day

be interesting to compare how school boards rep-

considered the recommendations of a Bell Time

a petition created on the website www.change.org

schedule, the DCSD voted to rescind the changes.

resenting different socio-economic regions consid-

Study Group to look at other scheduling scenari-

by one of the parents in this city (Stepanek 2014):

Parent interests dominated the discussion that pre-

er the interests of students and parents. Are boards

ceded this vote, but instead of fully taking on the

in lower-income communities more or less likely to

The

Davenport

Community

School

os that could benefit students. According to min-

a theory of interest claims. For instance, it would

utes taken at the March 03, 2014, meeting of the

[w]e as parents find it important to reconsider the

specific concerns of the parents, the board empha-

take into consideration the interest claims of par-

board, the committee cited research on the sleep

2014-2015 school start times as the current decision

sized that a lack of input led to the objections. One

ents? If this argument is extended to include the

patterns of teenagers as suggesting the benefits of

made will cause a substantial inconvenience for stu-

of the directors on the board noted that “elementary

notion that the interests of some people might be

later start times: “[a]t least 27 districts nationwide

dents and parents. Some of our concerns would be

school parents did not have adequate input of the

considered more important or valid than others,

now have later start times for high schools and

safety, additional child care expenses, and transpor-

new start times…we need an adequate public hand

at least by those in the position to make claims, it

positive outcomes include increased student at-

tation issues. In some cases, school for elementary

shake with this decision in order to see the benefits”

becomes possible to examine why social problems

tendance, decreased tardiness, and better grades”

students will be starting well after parents need

(Davenport Community School District 2014d:1). By

claims emerge at certain times about certain types

(Davenport Community School District 2014a:3).

to be at work. These young children depend on an

using the phrase “public hand shake,” this director

of people. Are these parents more or less likely to

At the March 10th meeting of the board, Dr. Ar-

adult to take them to school as they are too young to

has framed the interactions between the board and

make interest claims in the first place? As the next

thur Tate, the Superintendent of the DCSD, pre-

be home alone or drive themselves. During the Win-

the parents as a negotiation rather than a compe-

section will address, the absence of claims-mak-

sented three recommendations from the Bell Time

ter months some of the schools will be getting out

tition. A school board may encounter many issues

ing can tell us a lot about power and the ability to

Study Group: (1) equalize the school day for all

just before dark. This will also mean that children

and make many claims that could easily be exam-

make claims.
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Claims-Maker Interests

uations where their interests and the interest of

(Ibarra 2009:87). All of these criticisms suggest that

never leave the language, the answer is no. Wein-

the origins of claims-making have been overlooked

berg (2009:72) argued that this sort of “agnosticism

or disregarded in social constructionist theory.

regarding the structural contexts of human action

others come into conflict? For some, this conflict

Whether constructionists study the definitions

is not a problem and an “us versus them” outlook

of social problems or interests, several important

can shape the claims-making process. For exam-

questions remain: Where do claims come from?

Does it matter what motivates claims-makers?

tively unaccountable or, in other words, unintel-

ple, members of a school board may not agree on

Why do some people and groups make claims

Schisms within social constructionist theory make

ligible.” If constructionist analysis is confined to

a particular course of action. This could lead to

while others do not? Ignoring such questions has

it difficult to answer this question. Woolgar and

discourse, it is impossible to account for the exis-

competitive claims-making, where each member

resulted in a growing number of criticisms aimed

Pawluch’s (1985) criticism that constructionist re-

tence of claims. Returning to the school board case

seeks to influence the other members of the board

at the constructionist perspective. Fine (1997:298),

search was plagued by ontological gerrymandering

study, a strict constructionist could examine the

to support his or her side on the issue. On the oth-

for instance, argues that “scholars in social prob-

led to a critical reassessment of social construction-

claims made by the board and the parents, but the

er hand, the case study presented an alternative to

lems theory and collective behavior routinely ig-

ist objectives and methodology. Much like Kemp’s

motivation for these claims, and the contexts and

competitive claims-making when the board acqui-

nore structural conditions of a social order.” The

(2012) later criticisms of objectivity in the social

structures that shape them, would be off limits.

esced to the claims made by the parents. In order

result is the impression that social problem claims

sciences, they charged constructionists with plac-

to understand interest claims, and the manner of

“are created from ‘thin air’” (Fine 1997:299). Nichols

ing their own assumptions about objective reality

Much of the debate within social constructionism

interactions between interest claims-makers, we

(2003) has criticized the constructionist framework

above those of their subjects. In response, Ibarra

centers on the existence of conditions and to what

need to also consider the potential interests of

for decontextualizing claims-makers:

and Kitsuse (1993) argued that a closer reading of

extent constructionists can allude to the objective

Spector and Kitsuse’s Constructing Social Problems

world. As Best (1993) has pointed out, Spector,

[t]he logical distinction between “conditions” and

makes it clear that claims-making is the focus of

Kitsuse, and others associated with a strict con-

Third, how do people and groups handle their

“claims” had the important implication of placing

the theory, not the relationship between claims and

structionism were not as critical in regards to as-

own conflicting interests? The position of the par-

claims-makers outside the category of conditions. Like

the putative conditions to which they relate. Onto-

sumptions about objective reality in their earlier

ents in the case study indicates that people and

the free and spontaneous “I” within G. H. Mead’s fa-

logical gerrymandering, they contend, is the result

writings (Kitsuse and Spector 1973; Spector and

groups may have interests that conflict in ways

mous model of the self, claims-makers would not re-

of constructionists who have been seduced into

Kitsuse 1973). At the time, constructionists con-

that do not have a simple rhetorical path. It is pos-

side in conditions, but would somehow stand apart

“going native” (Ibarra and Kitsuse 1993:31), mean-

sidered how motives, experiences, and power in-

sible that parents may understand that later start

and make judgments about putative conditions. (p. 128)

ing many constructionist studies have focused on

fluenced the kinds of claims made. The message

what claims-making is about (drunk driving, obe-

sent in these earlier writings more closely resem-

claims-makers.

times can benefit their children, but also have

comes at the cost of rendering that action norma-

negative economic and logistical consequences

As a way around this image of a free-floating

sity, child abuse, etc.) rather than “the conventional

bles what is now called contextual construction-

for their own lives. How do people balance pa-

claims-maker, Nichols suggests that construction-

features of the claims-making process itself” (Ibar-

ism, which focuses on “claims-making within

ternalistic and proprietary interests in situations

ists examine claims-makers as being a speaker and

ra and Kitsuse 1993:29). In an attempt to clarify the

its context of culture and social structure” (Best

such as these? This was not an exhaustive case

an audience, a subject and an object. Ibarra (2009),

mission of social constructionism, they propose

1993:139). Despite this acceptance of context, how-

study, but the petition indicates an attempt to

taking a less critical stance, argues that the study of

that constructionists focus on the rhetoric of social

ever, a theoretical analysis of the origins of social

redefine the interests of students to include con-

social problems is limited by “readily assembled”

problems discourse. The result is that “the strict

problems claims has been conspicuously absent.

cerns over safety, which also happen to coincide

problem categories. His point is that claims-mak-

constructionist never leaves the language” (Ibarra

This is due, in part, to the limitations of the social

with the interests of the parents. Further analysis

ers, and thus constructionist theorists, focus on es-

and Kitsuse 1993:31).

problems concept addressed earlier. Also, since

into claims-maker interests would increase our

tablished social problem categories (crime, pover-

understanding of why people make claims for

ty, racism, etc.) in favor of problematic areas of so-

Is it possible to analyze the origins of claims-mak-

there is often little need to establish what it means

themselves and for others.

cial life that are “opaque, provisional, or elliptical”

ing from a constructionist perspective? If we can

to be a claims-maker. One approach is to argue that
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we are all claims-makers (Loseke 2005). Holstein

be interested in being reelected. They also may

potential interests that could follow. Interest claims

prioritizes the district’s fiscal resources, while

and Miller (1993:155), for example, have called

find themselves responsible over conflicting in-

are constructed around stakeholders, directed at

parents prioritize household convenience. The

for greater attention to “social problems work,”

terests (children, parents, teachers, fiscal resourc-

an audience, but originate from claims-makers

conflicting interest claims of the school board

which they consider to be “a potential aspect of

es, etc.), which must be negotiated. Also, some

with interests of their own. Identifying potential

and the parents can be seen as the result of two

all social relationships and interactions where

claims might be made in exchange for the claims

interests involves examining the contextual and

groups prioritizing different sets of negotiated

dissatisfaction with a putative condition might

of others in support of an entirely different issue.

structural position of claims-makers in relation to

interests due to their different locations in social

emerge.” As a result, they emphasize how peo-

Staying close to the language makes it impossible

others and drawing distinctions between differ-

space.

ple apply established social problems categories

to tease out such distinctions. In order to under-

ent types of claims-makers.

to “candidate circumstances” (Holstein and Mill-

stand claims-maker interests, it is important to

er 1993:153). This is problematic when considering

understand the claims-maker’s position in rela-

Claims-makers can be elected, appointed, hired,

narrowly or broadly defined, depending on their

how social problems arise as social problems work

tion to their own potential interests and the poten-

recruited, or self-anointed. Depending on the

position. While complicated, a school board’s poten-

centers on social problem categories that have al-

tial interests of others. In addition, as many have

nature of these positions, a claims-making in-

tial interests are likely easier to define than the in-

ready been publicly established, not the public

pointed out, a strict constructionist perspective

dividual or group may be expected to protect

terests of the House of Representatives. To advance

establishment of social problems categories. One

is not capable of examining non-claims-making

and defend the interests of others. It should not

the constructionist perspective, we need to know

of the criticisms of the objectivist perspective on

(Agger 1993; Gordon 1993; Miller 1993). The fact

be surprising, for example, that a school board

more about how claims-maker interests influence

social problems has been the inability to explain

that claims-makers often focus on the interests of

is making claims about the interests of stu-

the claims that are being made and their interac-

why some conditions become problems and oth-

others implies that some people are not making

dents. Interests, however, are rarely so narrow-

tions with other claims-makers. We need to examine

ers do not. This criticism can equally be applied

claims for themselves. It is important that con-

ly defined, and even in this example potential

how claims-makers negotiate their own conflicting

to the work of constructionist scholars and can

structionists not only explore the claims made for

claims-makers find themselves having to pro-

interests along with competing interests from oth-

call into question the future of the constructionist

others, but also consider why certain people and

tect conflicting interests. The school board in the

ers. We also need to examine how shared interests

perspective.

groups make claims for the interests of others and

case study was not only protecting the interests

can result in collaborative rather than competitive

why these others do not or cannot defend their

of students, but the whole community through

claims-making. Finally, we need to understand why

own interests.

the stewardship of the district’s fiscal resources.

some people or groups are in the position to make

The parents found themselves split between the

interest claims, and others are not.

To account for the existence of claims, claims-maker interests must be incorporated into constructionist analysis. To talk of claims-maker interests

Potential Interests and Conflicting Interests

The potential interests of claims-makers may be

interests of their children and their household.
Both groups found themselves in the position of

is to consider the stakes a claims-maker has in

Non-Claims-Making

a claim’s outcome. Implied in this statement is the

There are many possible motivations behind pub-

having to negotiate conflicting interests in order

existence of a relationship of some kind between

lic claims-making: political or economic gain,

to make interest claims about the times for the

Potential interests do not necessarily cause interest

claims-makers and the stakeholders of interest

prestige or ownership of an issue, the power to

start of the school day. From a social problems

claims and interests may be served through inaction

claims. For both paternalistic and proprietary in-

influence public policy, shape social change, or

perspective, claims-making is often described

or by silencing the claims of others. However, with

terest claims, it would be easy to assume that the

maintain the status quo. However, unless the re-

as a competition where claims-makers fight for

non-claims-making there is not an easily identifiable

claims speak to the claims-maker’s interests. It

searcher is skilled in ESP, imputing such moti-

access to a claims-making arena (Loseke 2005).

unit of analysis. Proprietary and paternalistic inter-

would be a rare case, however, for a claims-mak-

vations would be simple speculation. Instead

Emphasizing the importance of claims-maker in-

est claims can therefore provide a framework for sit-

er’s interests to align simply with the claims being

of attributing specific interests to claims-mak-

terests enables constructionists to examine how

uating non-claims-making in its social and histor-

made. Returning to the school board case study,

ers, another option is to emphasize the place of

claims-makers negotiate conflicting interests

ical context. With paternalistic interest claims, the

the members of this board are elected and may

claims-makers in relation to stakeholders and the

along with competing interests. The school board

stakeholders of the claim are often themselves non-
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